GoMic USB Microphone

High Quality Computer Microphone
Connects to Computer Using USB
Clear, Digital Sound
Small, Light, and Affordable
Omnidirectional Pickup Pattern for Meetings
Directional Pickup Pattern for Presentations

USB Computer Microphone
GoMic is a high quality microphone for recording meetings and presentations. It connects to a Windows computer through any available USB port, bypassing the internal sound card in the computer.

The GoMic can switch between omnidirectional pickup for meetings around a conference table, and directional pickup for recording presentations and lectures.

Features
- Portable USB condenser microphone
- Plug and Play compatible, no drivers required
- Compact, clip to laptop or set on desk
- USB cable and zipper carrying pouch included
- Compatible with all versions of Windows
- Compatible with all versions of SoniClear

Part Number: GOMIC